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Abstract
A permutation-invariant quantum code on N qudits is any subspace stabilized by the matrix repre-
sentation of the symmetric group SN as permutation matrices that permute the underlyingN subsystems.
When each subsystem is a complex Euclidean space of dimension q≥ 2, any permutation-invariant code
is a subspace of the symmetric subspace of (Cq)N .We give an algebraic construction of new families of
of d-dimensional permutation-invariant codes on at least (2t+ 1)2(d− 1) qudits that can also correct t
errors for d ≥ 2. The construction of our codes relies on a real polynomial with multiple roots at the roots
of unity, and a sequence of q− 1 real polynomials that satisfy some combinatorial constraints. When
N > (2t+ 1)2(d− 1), we prove constructively that an uncountable number of such codes exist.
1 Introduction
The theory of quantum information and linear algebra is intimately related. The fundamental entities in
quantum information theory are quantum states and quantum processes, and they both can be defined in the
language of linear algebra. States on physical systems can be represented either as vectors of unit norm
or positive semidefinite linear operators of unit trace on a complex Hilbert space, while quantum processes
are linear maps from quantum states to quantum states. In this paper, we only need to consider N-qudit
quantum states with Hilbert space H = (Cq)⊗N with q≥ 2, and quantum processes that map N-qudit states
to N-qudit states, where the Hilbert space of a single qudit is Cq. Here, N is the number of qudits in the
physical system that we consider. When q= 2 and q= 3, we say that there are N qubits and N qutrits in the
physical system respectively.
In quantum information theory, a quantum state is either a pure state or a probabilistic ensemble of
pure states known as a mixed state, with an associated complex Hilbert space H . A pure state is a vector
in H with unit norm; a mixed state is a positive semidefinite operator with unit trace in L(H ). In the
spectral decomposition of a mixed state ρ = ∑i piψiψ
∗
i , its eigenvectors of unit norm ψi and eigenvalues
pi correspond to the underlying pure states and their associated probabilities respectively. A quantum state
represented as a linear operator is known as a density operator, and we denote the set of all density operators
on H as D(H ). The set D(H ) is isomorphic to the set of all positive semi-definite operators in L(H )
with unit trace, and this allows one to have a purely linear algebraic interpretation of any quantum state.
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In this paper, we represent a quantum process with a quantum channel, which maps a density operator
to a density operator. The theory of quantum channels is well-studied, and the characterization of quantum
channels as a completely positive and trace-preserving maps dates back to the work of Choi and others.
Namely, a linear map Φ : L(H )→ L(H ) is a quantum channel if and only if it is completely positive and
trace-preserving (CPT). It is often convenient to utilize the non-unique Kraus representation of a quantum
channel [HK69, HK70, Kra83]. Namely, for any quantum channel Φ : L(H )→ L(H ), there exist linear
operators Ai ∈ L(H ) such that for every ρ ∈ L(H ),
Φ(ρ) = ∑
i
AiρA
∗
i
and ∑iA
∗
i Ai is the identity operator on H . The linear operators Ai are known as Kraus operators of Φ.
The theory of quantum error correction is a subfield of quantum information theory where the robustness
of certain families of quantum states under certain families of quantum processes is studied. The fundamen-
tal object in quantum error correction is the quantum code C , which is a d-dimensional subspace of H . A
possible goal in quantum error correction can be to find quantum codes C for a fixed quantum channel N .
When there exists a quantum channel R such that for every density operator ρ supported on C ,
R(N (ρ)) = ρ , (1.1)
we say that perfect quantum error correction is possible using the quantum code C with respect to the
channel N .
The necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect quantum error correction was originally proved by
Knill and Laflamme [KL97]. We now rephrase this foundational result in quantum error correction using
the language of linear algebra.
Theorem 1.1 (Knill-Laflamme [KL97]). LetH be a complex Euclidean space, and letC be a d-dimensional
subspace of H with orthonormal basis vectors ψ1, . . . ,ψd . Let N be a quantum channel with Kraus op-
erators Ai. Suppose that for all i, j there exist complex numbers gi, j such that the following conditions
hold.
1. Orthogonality conditions: ψ∗aA∗i A jψb = 0 for all a 6= b.
2. Non-deformation conditions: ψ∗aA∗i A jψa = gi, j for all a= 1, . . . ,d.
Then for every density operator ρ supported on C , there exists a quantum channel R such that R(N (ρ)) =
ρ . Moreover, R(ρ) = ∑iRiρR
∗
i where Ri = PU
∗
i where P = ∑aψaψ
∗
a is the projector onto C , and Ui is the
unitary in the polar decomposition of AiP=Ui
√
PA∗i AiP.
Because of the tensor product structure of H = (Cq)
⊗N , any linear operator A ∈ L(H ) admits the
decomposition A = ∑ jA j,1⊗ ·· · ⊗A j,N . Let Iq ∈ L(Cq) denote a size q identity matrix. Then, using the
decomposition of A, we can calculate the weight of A, which we define as
wt(A) = N− max
S⊆{1,...,N}
{|S| : A j,k = Iq}.
The weight of A is the number of qudits on which A acts non-trivially. When the weight of every Kraus
operator of a quantum channel is zero, the quantum channel is the identity channel. We say that a quantum
channel introduces t errors if (1) the quantum channel can have Kraus operators with maximum weight t
and (2) the quantum channel cannot have Kraus operators with maximum weight strictly less than t. The
quantum code C corrects t errors if perfect quantum error correction is possible for the quantum code C
with respect to all quantum channels that introduce up to t errors. The distance of a quantum code C with
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basis vectors ψ1, . . . ,ψd is the smallest integer D, such that for every linear operator A ∈ L(H ) with weight
strictly less than D, we have (i) ψ∗aAψb = 0 for all a 6= b and (ii) ψ∗1Aψ1 = · · · = ψ∗dAψd. To show that a
quantum code corrects t errors, it suffices to show that the quantum code has a distance of at least 2t+1.
In this paper, we are interested in quantum codes that not only correct t errors, but are also invariant
under the permutation of any of the underlying subsystems. To make precise this notion of permutation-
invariance, note that H = (Cq)⊗N has a tensor product structure, and its standard basis vectors are
ea1 ⊗·· ·⊗ eaN ,
where a j = 1, . . . ,q for all j = 1, . . . ,N. and e1, . . . ,eq are standard basis column vectors of C
q. Consider a
representation ϕ : SN → L(H ) of the symmetric group SN such that for all P ∈ SN ,
ϕ(P)(ea1 ⊗·· ·⊗ eaN ) = eP(a1)⊗·· ·⊗ eP(aN). (1.2)
A quantum code C is permutation-invariant if for every P ∈ SN and every ψ ∈ C ,
ϕ(P)ψ = ψ . (1.3)
The stabilizer of a quantum code C is the maximal subset S⊆ L(H ) such that for all σ ∈ S and ψ ∈ C , we
have σψ = ψ . Additive quantum codes are the quantum codes for which their stabilizer is abelian. Since SN
is non-abelian for N ≥ 3, permutation-invariant quantum codes are necessarily non-additive codes for N ≥ 3.
The theory of additive quantum codes has benefited much from its one-to-one correspondence to theory of
finite fields [CRSS98, Rai99], but such a direct connection is unlikely to exist in the case of non-additive
quantum codes such as permutation-invariant quantum codes.
In this paper, we give an algebraic construction of new families of of d-dimensional permutation-
invariant codes on at least (2t + 1)2(d− 1) qudits that can also correct t errors, for any q ≥ 2. Our codes
are also non-additive and non-binary quantum codes, and their construction relies on a real polynomial f (x)
with multiple roots at the roots of unity, and a sequence of q−1 real polynomials p1(z), . . . , pq(z) that satisfy
some combinatorial constraints. When N > (2t+ 1)2(d− 1), we prove constructively that an uncountable
number of such codes exist.
The physical motivation of permutation-invariant codes arises from the complete immunity of quantum
information stored in such codes from numerous physical processes that arise for example in many electron
systems [Ouy14, Rus00]. Such physical processes can be described with quantum permutation channels,
where every Kraus operator of such channels is a power series of a linear combination of ϕ(P) for P ∈ SN
[OF16]. When the quantum channel afflicting the physical system can be written as the composition of
a quantum permutation channel with a quantum channel that introduces t errors, the effective quantum
channel is just a quantum channel that introduces t errors. It is in this case that permutation-invariant codes
[Rus00, PR04, Ouy14, OF16] are the most natural candidates to encode quantum information.
The outline of this rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce terminology related to
ordered partitions, permutation-invariant sets, Dicke states, and quantum error correction. In Section 3, we
introduce a few lemmas that relate generating functions to some combinatorial identities. In Section 4, we
prove that the trace of a particular rank one projector on the symmetric subspace with a linear operator can
be interpreted as a polynomial. In Section 5, we explain how the coefficients of the polynomial f (x) =
∑nz=0 fzx
z and the values of the polynomials p1(z), . . . , pq(z) for z = 0, . . . ,n relate to our code construction
in Theorem 5.1 which constructs permutation-invariant codes encoding a single qubit and Theorem 5.2
which constructs permutation-invariant codes encoding a d-level system. Explicit examples of permutation-
invariant codes that follow from these two theorems are supplied in Section 6. In Section 5 we also prove
that there is an uncountable number of permutation-invariant quantum codes that correct t errors whenever
N > (2t + 1)2(d− 1) in Theorem 6.7. In Section 7, we make comparisons of our code construction with
prior permutation-invariant quantum codes. In Section 8, we give some concluding remarks.
3
2 Preliminaries
2.1 The Dirac bra-ket notation
Let K be a finite dimension complex Euclidean space. Every vector φ ∈ K can be written in the Dirac
bra-ket notation as |φ〉, which is called a ket. The adjoint of φ is denoted in the Dirac bra-ket notation is 〈φ |,
and is called a bra. In this paper, in accordance with existing convention in quantum information theory,
we use the Dirac bra-ket notation to denote the basis vectors of our permutation-invariant code, and also the
basis vectors of the permutation-invariant space of (Cq)⊗N .
2.2 Ordered partitions and permutation-invariant sets
Let N = {0,1, . . . ,} denote the set of the non-negative integers. We say that a vector n = (n1, . . . ,nq) is an
ordered partition of a positive integer N into q parts if n1, . . . ,nq ∈N and n1+ · · ·+nq = N. Here, ni counts
the number of i’s that appears in the integer partition of N. We denote the set of ordered partitions of N into
q parts as TN,q.
For every N-tuple c = (c1, . . . ,cN) ∈ {1, . . . ,q}N and k ∈ N, let wtk(c) = |{i : ci = k}| count the number
of components of c that are equal to k, and let ~wtq(c) = (wt1(c), . . . ,wtq(c)). We denote the multinomial
coefficient that counts the number of N-tuples c in {1, . . . ,q}N for which ~wtq(c) = (n1, . . . ,nq) as(
N
n
)
=
N!
n1! . . .nq!
.
For every ordered partition n of N into q parts, we define the permutation-invariant set of type n as
Cn = {c ∈ {1, . . . ,q}N : ~wtq(c) = n)}.
Given N-tuples x,y ∈ NN , we denote the Hamming distance between x and y as
dH(x,y) = |{1≤ i≤ N : xi 6= yi}|.
Given that n and u are ordered partitions of N into q parts, we correspondingly denote the minimum Ham-
ming distance between the elements ofCn and the elements of Cu as
∆(n,u) =min{dH(x,y) : x ∈Cn,y ∈Cu}. (2.1)
For all subsets T of all ordered partitions T ⊂ TN,q, we denote
∆(T ) =min{∆(n,u) : n,u ∈ T,n 6= u} (2.2)
as the minimum distance between the distinct permutation-invariant sets induced by T .
2.3 Dicke states
The permutation-invariant codes of this paper are expressed as linear combinations of Dicke states, which
we proceed to describe. Given any ordered partition n ∈ TN,q, we use the Dirac bra-ket notation to denote
the Dicke state of type n and the unnormalized Dicke state of type n respectively as
|Dn〉=
√
|Cn|−1 ∑
c=(c1,...,cN )∈Cn
ec1 ⊗·· ·⊗ ecN
=
1√(
N
n
) ∑
c=(c1,...,cN )∈Cn
ec1 ⊗·· ·⊗ ecN , (2.3)
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and
|Hn〉= ∑
c=(c1,...,cN )∈Cn
ec1 ⊗·· ·⊗ ecN . (2.4)
The set of Dicke states {|Dn〉 : n ∈ TN,q} is an orthonormal basis of the symmetric subspace of N qudits.
This means that any permutation-invariant quantum state is a linear combination of these Dicke states |Dn〉.
When each qudit has a dimension of q, the dimension of the symmetric subspace of N qudits is
(
N+q−1
q−1
)
,
which is the number of ways to assign q colors to N unordered balls.
3 The generating function f (x)
We give a summation identity that is related to the coefficients of the polynomial f (x) = ∑nz=0 fzx
z by inter-
preting f (x) as an appropriate generating function in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let ω = e2pii/d where d is a positive integer and d ≥ 2. Let m be a positive integer, g(x) be a
polynomial of degree γ , and n = γ +m(d− 1). Let f (x) = (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1)mg(x) = ∑nz=0 fzxz. Then for
every k = 1, . . . ,d−1,
n
∑
z=0
fzω
kz = f0+ f1ω
k+ · · ·+ fnωkn = 0. (3.1)
Moreover for every c= 1, . . . ,m−1 and k = 1, . . . ,d−1,
n
∑
z=0
fzω
kzzc = f1ω
k1c+ · · ·+ fnωknnc = 0. (3.2)
Proof. Since the polynomial (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1) is equal to zero for every x= ω , . . . ,ωd−1, the polynomial
f (x) also evaluates to zero for every x= ω , . . . ,ωd−1.
Let (z) j = Π
j
k=1(z−k+1) denote a falling factorial where z is any real number and j is any non-negative
integer. The j-th derivative of f (x) for every j = 1, . . . ,m−1 is
d j
dx j
f (x) =
d j
dx j
n
∑
z=0
fzx
z =
n
∑
z=0
fz(z) jx
z− j, (3.3)
and there exists some polynomial h(x) such that
d j
dx j
f (x) = (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1)h(x). (3.4)
Hence (3.4) implies that ωk j d
j
dx j
f (x) also evaluates to zero for x= ωk for every k = 1, . . . ,d−1. Hence
0= ωk j
n
∑
z=0
fz(z) jω
k(z− j) =
n
∑
z=0
fz(z) jω
kz. (3.5)
For every positive integer c and j, let S(c, j) denote the Stirling number of the second kind [vLW01] which
counts the number of ways to partition the integer c into exactly j parts. The monomial zc is a linear
combination of the falling factorials (z) j given by z
c = ∑cj=0 S(c, j)(z) j , where (z)0 = 1. Hence
n
∑
z=0
fzz
cωkz =
n
∑
z=0
fz
c
∑
j=0
S(c, j)(z) jω
kz
=
c
∑
j=0
S(c, j)
n
∑
z=0
fz(z) jω
kz.
Hence 0= f (ωk) = ∑nz=0 fzω
kz for every k = 1, . . . ,d−1, and this proves (3.2).
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Lmma 3.1 immediately implies the following identity.
Lemma 3.2. Let m be a positive integer, g(x) be a polynomial of degree γ , and n = γ +m(d− 1). Let
f (x) = (1− x)mg(x) = ∑nz=0 fzxz. Then f0+ · · ·+ fn = 0, and for every c= 1, . . . ,m−1, we also have
n
∑
z=0
fzz
c = f11
c+ · · ·+ fnnc = 0.
Proof. Let h(x) = f (−x) and hz = fz(−1)z. Then
f (−x) = (1+ x)mg(−x) =
n
∑
z=0
fzx
z(−1)z =
n
∑
z=0
hzx
z = h(x).
Since h(x) = (1+x)mg(−x) and g(−x) is just a polynomial in x, Lemma 3.1 implies that for all c= 0, . . . ,m−
1, we have ∑nz=0 hz(−1)zzc = 0. Making the substitution hz = fz(−1)z, we get ∑nz=0 fzzc = 0, we prove the
lemma.
We emphasize that in Lemma 3.2, the coefficient fz multiplies with a monomial in z instead of an
exponential in z and hence the summation is not a power series. We give some examples of polynomials
f (x) for which Lemma 3.2 applies.
1. When f (x) = (x− 1)5, we have f5 = 1, f4 = −5, f3 = 10, f2 = −10, f1 = 5, f0 = −1. For every j ∈
{0,1,2,3,4} we have
(−1)0 j+(5)1 j+(−10)2 j+(10)3 j+(−5)4 j+(1)5 j = 0.
2. When f (x) = (1+ x)(x−1)5, we have f6 = 1, f5 =−4, f4 = 5, f3 = 0, f2 =−5, f1 = 4, f0 =−1. It is
easy to verify that for every j ∈ {0,1,2,3,4} we have
(−1)0 j+(4)1 j+(−5)2 j+(5)4 j+(−4)5 j+(1)6 j = 0.
4 From Dicke states to polynomials
Here we prove that the trace of a particular rank one projector on the symmetric subspace with a linear opera-
tor can be interpreted as a polynomial. In particular, given that p(z) is a tuple of polynomials, 〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉
is always a polynomial in z for every operator P in L((Cq)⊗N).
Lemma 4.1. Let p(z) = (p1(z), . . . , pq(z)) be an ordered partition of the positive integer N for all z =
0, . . . ,q−1 and p1(z), . . . , pq(z) are polynomials of degree at most θ . Then for every matrix P ∈ L((Cq)⊗N)
of weight w, 〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉 is a polynomial of degree at most wθ in the variable z.
Proof. Without loss of generality, the permutation-invariance of the Dicke states |Dp(z)〉 allows us to con-
sider P = E⊗ Iw+1,...,N that operates non-trivially on the first w qudits, where Iw+1,...,N is an identity matrix
on the last N−w qudits. Recall that TN,q denotes the set of all ordered partitions of N into q parts. From the
Vandermonde decomposition we have
|Hp(z)〉= ∑
a∈Tw,q
b∈TN−w,q
a+b=p(z)
|Ha〉⊗ |Hb〉, (4.1)
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where |Ha〉 and |Hb〉 are unnormalized Dicke states on w qudits and N−w qudits respectively.
〈Hp(z)|P|Hp(z)〉= ∑
a,a′∈Tw,q
b,b′∈TN−w,q
a+b=p(z)
a′+b′=p(z)
〈Ha′ |E|Ha〉〈Hb′ |Hb〉. (4.2)
Since 〈Hb′|Hb〉= 0 whenever b 6= b′, the above can be rewritten as
〈Hp(z)|P|Hp(z)〉= ∑
a∈Tw,q
b∈TN−w,q
a+b=p(z)
〈Ha|E|Ha〉〈Hb|Hb〉. (4.3)
Hence
〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉= 〈Hp(z)|P|Hp(z)〉
(
N
p(z)
)−1
= ∑
a∈Tw,q
p(z)−a∈TN−w,q
〈Ha|E|Ha〉
(
N−w
p(z)−a
)(
N
p(z)
)−1
. (4.4)
Since 〈Ha|E|Ha〉 is independent of the variable z, it suffices to show that every
(
N−w
p(z)−a
)(
N
p(z)
)−1
in (4.4) is a
polynomial of order at most wθ in the variable z.
For every a ∈ Tw,q and p(z) ∈ TN,q such that p(z)−a ∈ TN−w,q, we have(
N−w
p(z)−a
)(
N
p(z)
)−1
=
(N−w)!
(p1(z)−a1)! . . . (pq(z)−aq)!
(p1(z))! . . . (pq(z))!
N!
=
(p1(z))a1 . . . (pq(z))aq
(N)w
. (4.5)
Since each p j(z) is a polynomial of order at most θ , it follows that
(
N−w
p(z)−a
)(
N
p(z)
)−1
is a polynomial of order
at most wθ in the variable z.
5 Polynomial constructions of permutation-invariant codes
We provide two separate constructions of permutation-invariant codes that correct t errors. In the first
construction, we restrict our attention to permutation-invariant codes that encode a single qubit into N qudits,
with each qudit a q-level system. The construction relies only on the properties of the following polynomials.
1. A degree n polynomial f (x) with real coefficients that has a root at x = 1 with multiplicity at least
2t+1.
2. A tuple of polynomials (p1(z), . . . , pq(z)) that is an ordered partition of N into q parts for every z =
0, . . . ,n.
As long as the permutation-invariant sets induced by the ordered partitions (p1(z), . . . , pq(z)) are separated
by a minimum distance of at least 2t+ 1, we can construct permutation-invariant codes on N qudits using
these polynomials as given in the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. Let f (x) = (x− 1)mg(x) = ∑nz=0 fzxz be a polynomial of degree n, where g(x) is a poly-
nomial with real coefficients. Let p1(z), . . . , pq(z) be polynomials such that for all z = 0, . . . ,n, p(z) =
(p1(z), . . . , pq(z)) is an ordered partition of the positive integer N. Let the logical zero and the logical one
be given respectively by the states
|0L〉=
√
2(| f0|+ · · ·+ | fn|)−1/2 ∑
z=0,...,n
fz>0
√
fz|Dp(z)〉,
|1L〉=
√
2(| f0|+ · · ·+ | fn|)−1/2 ∑
z=0,...,n
fz<0
√
− fz|Dp(z)〉. (5.1)
Suppose that ∆({p(z) : z = 0, . . . ,n}) ≥ 2t+ 1 and that the degree of the polynomials p1(z), . . . , pq(z) is at
most m−1
2t
, where t is a positive integer. Then {|0L〉, |1L〉} is an orthonormal basis and spans a code that
corrects t errrors.
Theorem 5.1 can be seen as a consequence of the Knill-Laflamme error correction criterion in Theorem
1.1 and the Lemmas 3.1 and Lemma 4.1. In its proof, the orthogonality condition of Theorem 1.1 is trivially
satisfied, and the non-deformation condition of Theorem 1.1 holds because of the aforementioned lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since P ∈ L((Cq)⊗N) operates non-trivially on at most 2t qudits and the codes Cp(z)
have a mutual minimum distance of at least 2t+1, the orthogonality condition of Theorem 1.1 holds.
To show that the non-deformation conditions of Theorem 1.1 hold, it suffices to show that
〈0L|P|0L〉=
√
2(| f0|+ · · ·+ | fn|)−1 ∑
z=0,...,n
fz>0
fz〈|Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉, (5.2)
and
〈1L|P|1L〉=
√
2(| f0|+ · · ·+ | fn|)−1 ∑
z=0,...,n
fz<0
− fz〈|Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉. (5.3)
Now
〈0L|P|0L〉− 〈1L|P|1L〉=
√
2 ∑
z=0,...,n
fz〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉. (5.4)
Lemma 4.1 implies that the polynomials 〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉 have degree no more than 2tθ in the variable z.
Hence for some constants αc ∈C
n
∑
z=0
fz〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉=
n
∑
z=0
fz
2tθ
∑
c=0
αcz
c
=
2tθ
∑
c=0
αc
(
n
∑
z=0
fzz
c
)
. (5.5)
The bracketed term above is zero because of Lemma 4.1. Hence 〈0L|P|0L〉 = 〈1L|P|1L〉 for every P ∈
L((Cq)⊗N) that operates non-trivially on at most 2t qudits. This proves that the non-deformation condition
of Theorem 1.1 holds.
Taking P to be the identity operator then implies that 〈0L|0L〉= 〈1L|1L〉 which proves that |0L〉 and |1L〉
both have unit norm. Since |0L〉 and |1L〉 are trivially orthogonal, {|0L〉, |1L〉} is an orthonormal basis.
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In the second construction, we construct permutation-invariant codes that encode a d-level system into
N qudits. We rely on the properties of the following polynomials.
1. A degree n polynomial f (x) with non-negative coefficients that divides (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1)2t+1 to
yield a polynomial.
2. A tuple of polynomials (p1(z), . . . , pq(z)) that is an ordered partition of N into q parts for every z =
0, . . . ,n.
Theorem 5.2. Let f (x) = (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1)mg(x) be a polynomial of degree n such that f (x) has non-
negative coefficients. Let p1(z), . . . , pq(z) be polynomials such that for all z= 0, . . . ,n, p(z)= (p1(z), . . . , pq(z))
is an ordered partition of the positive integer N. For k = 0, . . . ,d−1, let
|kL〉=
√
d( f0+ · · ·+ fn)−1/2 ∑
z=0,...,n
(z−k)/d∈N
√
fz|Dp(z)〉. (5.6)
Suppose that ∆({p(z) : z = 0, . . . ,n}) ≥ 2t+ 1 and that the degree of the polynomials p1(z), . . . , pq(z) is at
most m−1
2t
, where t is a positive integer. Then {|kL〉 : k = 0, . . . ,d−1} is an orthonormal basis and spans a
code that corrects t errrors.
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, which uses Theorem 1.1 with the
Lemmas 3.2 and Lemma 4.1. In this proof, the orthogonality condition of Theorem 1.1 is no longer trivially
satisfied and relies on the aforementioned lemmas. The non-deformation condition of Theorem 1.1 on the
other hand is satisfied trivially.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Using the Dirac bra-ket notation, we denote the discrete Fourier transform of the
vectors |kL〉 as
|k˜〉= 1√
d
d−1
∑
j=0
ω j| jL〉= ( f0+ · · ·+ fn)−1/2
n
∑
z=0
ωkz
√
fz|Dp(z)〉. (5.7)
To show that {|kL〉 : k= 0, . . . ,d−1} is an orthonormal basis, it suffices to prove that {|k˜〉 : k= 0, . . . ,d−1}
is an orthonormal basis since the Fourier transform is a unitary transformation. Clearly |k˜〉 has unit norm
for all k = 0, . . . ,d− 1. Hence it remains to demonstrate that | j˜〉 and |k˜〉 are orthogonal for distinct j and
k. It suffices then to show that the more general orthogonality condition 〈k˜|P| j˜〉 = 0 of Theorem 1.1 holds
whenever P is an N qudit operator that acts non-trivially on at most 2t qudits. Note that
〈k˜|P| j˜〉= ( f0+ · · ·+ fn)−1
n
∑
z=0
n
∑
y=0
ω−kz+ jy
√
fz fy〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(y)〉. (5.8)
Since P has a weight of at most 2t, Dicke states of distinct types do not overlap under P, and
〈k˜|P| j˜〉= ( f0+ · · ·+ fn)−1
n
∑
z=0
ω( j−k)z fz〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉. (5.9)
Since 〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉 is a low order polynomial, the combinatorial identity in Lemma 3.1 implies that
〈k˜|P| j˜〉 = 0 whenever j 6= k, which is the orthogonality condition of Theorem 1.1. The non-deformation
condition of Theorem 1.1 holds trivially because for every k = 0, . . . ,d−1,
〈k˜|P|k˜〉= ( f0+ · · ·+ fn)−1
n
∑
z=0
fz〈Dp(z)|P|Dp(z)〉. (5.10)
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6 Examples of permutation-invariant codes
We now supply a few examples of permutation-invariant codes where the weight distribution for the Dicke
states for the permutation-invariant code is linearly shifted, and the square of the amplitudes do not follow
the binomial distribution.
Example 6.1. With the construction of Theorem 5.1, N = 19 qubits are used with the polynomial f (x) =
(1+ x)(x− 1)5 and the tuple of polynomials p(z) = (N− 1− 3z,1+ 3z) to obtain a permutation-invariant
code encoding one qubit that corrects one arbitrary error. The orthonormal basis vectors are
|0L〉=
√
4|D(15,4)〉+
√
5|D(6,13)〉+ |D(0,19)〉√
10
, |1L〉=
|D(18,1)〉+
√
5|D(12,7)〉+
√
4|D(3,16)〉√
10
.
Example 6.2. With the construction of Theorem 5.1, N = 108 qutrits are used with the polynomial f (x) =
(1+ x)(x−1)5 and the tuple of polynomials p(z) = (N−3z2,3z2,0) to obtain a permutation-invariant code
encoding one qubit that corrects one arbitrary error. The orthonormal basis vectors are
|0L〉=
√
4|D(105,3,0)〉+
√
5|D(60,48,0)〉+ |D(0,108,0)〉√
10
|1L〉=
|D(108,0,0)〉+
√
5|D(96,12,0)〉+
√
4|D(33,75,0)]〉√
10
.
Example 6.3. Let N = (2t+ 1)2(d− 1), f (x) = (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1)2t+1 = ∑(2t+1)(d−1)z=0 fzxz, p1(z) = (2t+
1)z, p2(z) = N− p1(z), and p3(z), . . . , pq(z) = 0. The construction of Theorem 5.2 yields an N-qudit permu-
tation invariant code that encodes a d-level system into (2t+1)2(d−1) qudits and can correct t errors. The
orthonormal basis vectors are {|kL〉,k = 0, . . . ,d−1} where
|kL〉=
√
d−m+1 ∑
z=0,...,(2t+1)(d−1)
(z−k)/d∈N
√
fz|Dp(z)〉.
We now give examples of permutation-invariant codes on qubits that correct a single error while encod-
ing a 3-level system, a 4-level system and a 5-level system that are all based on Example 6.3.
Example 6.4. Let N = 18, f (x) = (1+ x+ x2)3 = ∑6z=0 fzx
z, p1(z) = 3z, p2(z) = N−3z. The construction
of Theorem 5.2 yields an 18-qubit permutation invariant code that encodes a 3-level system and corrects 1
error. The orthonormal basis vectors are
|0L〉=
|D(18,0)〉+
√
7|D(9,9)〉+ |D(0,18)〉
3
,
|1L〉=
√
3|D(15,3)〉+
√
6|D(6,12)〉
3
,
|2L〉=
√
6|D(12,6)〉+
√
3|D(3,15)〉
3
.
Example 6.5. Let N = 27, f (x) = (1+ x+ x2+ x3)3 = ∑9z=0 fzx
z, p1(z) = 3z, p2(z) = N−3z. The construc-
tion of Theorem 5.2 yields a 27-qubit permutation invariant code that encodes a 4-level system and corrects
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1 error. The orthonormal basis vectors are
|0L〉=
|D(27,0)〉+
√
12|D(15,12)〉+
√
3|D(3,24)〉
4
,
|1L〉=
√
3|D(24,3)〉+
√
12|D(12,15)〉+ |D(0,27)〉
4
,
|2L〉=
√
6|D(21,6)〉+
√
10|D(9,18)〉
4
,
|3L〉=
√
10|D(18,9)〉+
√
6|D(6,21)〉
4
.
Example 6.6. Let N = 36, f (x) = (1+ x+ x2 + x3 + x4)3 = ∑12z=0 fzx
z, p1(z) = 3z, p2(z) = N − 3z. The
construction of Theorem 5.2 yields a 36-qubit permutation invariant code that encodes a 5-level system and
corrects 1 error. The orthonormal basis vectors are
|0L〉=
|D(36,0)〉+
√
18|D(21,15)〉+
√
6|D(6,30)〉
5
,
|1L〉=
√
3|D(33,3)〉+
√
19|D(18,18)〉+
√
3|D(3,33)〉
5
,
|2L〉=
√
6|D(30,6)〉+
√
18|D(15,21)〉+ |D(0,36)〉
5
,
|3L〉=
√
10|D(27,9)〉+
√
15|D(12,24)〉
5
,
|4L〉=
√
15|D(24,12)〉+
√
10|D(9,27)〉
5
.
At this point, we remark that the coefficients in the orthonormal basis vectors of the permutation-
invariant codes supplied in Examples 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 are identical to the coefficients of the orthonormal
basis vectors of the binomial bosonic codes in [MSB+16]. Since the error model considered for the bino-
mial bosonic codes is more restricted than the error model we consider, to prove that the binomial bosonic
codes work, one only needs to demonstrate the orthogonality property of the Knill-Laflamme error correc-
tion criterion in Theorem 1.1. In our situation, we also need to prove that the non-deformation conditions in
Theorem 1.1 hold.
We now present a result that is in the same spirit as the result on permutation-invariant quantum codes in
Ref. [PR04], where an uncountable number of codes correcting a single error on 9 qubits was demonstrated,
and we essentially rely on the construction of permutation-invariant quantum codes from Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 6.7. Let t and d be positive integers with d≥ 2, and let N be an integer such that N ≥ (2t+1)2(d−
1). Then there is a permutation-invariant code on N = (2t+1)2(d−1) qudits with dimension d that correct
t errors. Furthermore if N > (2t + 1)2(d− 1), there is an uncountable number of permutation-invariant
codes on N qudits with dimension d that correct t errors.
Proof. The first result follows directly from Example 6.3. It remains to prove the second result. We consider
the codes of given by Theorem 5.2, with f (x) = fθ (x) where
fθ (x) = (1+ x+ · · ·+ xd−1)m(cos2 θ + xsin2 θ),
for 0≤ θ ≤ pi/2, and any choice of the q-tuple of polynomials p(z) such that ∆({p(z) : z= 0, . . . ,n})≥ 2t+1.
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Now ∑nz=0 fz = f (1) = d
m(cos2 θ + sin2 θ) = dm. Since the orthonormal basis vectors |kL〉 of Theorem
5.2 have a unit norm, this implies that ∑ z=0,...,n
(z−k)/d∈N
√
fz =
1
d ∑
n
z=0 fz for every k = 0, . . .d − 1, and hence
f0+ fd + f2d + · · ·= dm−1. Hence the logical zero of our code can be written as
|0θ 〉=
√
d−m+1 ∑
z=0,...,m(d−1)
z/d∈N
√
fθ ,z|Dp(z)〉,
and the subscript in |0θ 〉makes explicit the dependence of the logical zero with the parameter θ , and fθ (x) =
∑
m(d−1)
z=0 fθ ,zx
z. For all values of θ and φ in [0,pi/2], |0θ 〉 is orthogonal to |kL〉 for all k= 1, . . . ,d−1. Hence
it suffices to show that 0≤ 〈0θ |0φ 〉< 1 for all distinct values of θ and φ in [0,pi/2].
For distinct values of θ and φ in [0,pi/2], the values x= cos
2 θ
dm−1 and y=
cos2 φ
dm−1 are distinct. Note that
〈0θ |0φ 〉= d−m+1∑
z|d
√
fθ ,z fφ ,z
=
√
xy+d−m+1 ∑
z|d,z≥d
√
fθ ,z fφ ,z
≤√xy+
√
(1− x)(1− y) = (√x,√1− x) · (√y,
√
1− y)
Since 0≤ x,y ≤ 1, the above dot product is non-negative. The vectors (√x,√1− x) and (√y,√1− y) both
have unit norm, and hence the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that their dot product is at most one.
Furthermore, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the dot product between (
√
x,
√
1− x) and (√y,√1− y) is
a strict inequality since x and y are distinct. Hence 0≤ 〈0θ |0φ 〉< 1, and this completes the proof.
7 Comparison with previous permutation-invariant codes
Previously constructed permutation-invariant codes have been restricted to systems comprised of solely
qubits, with Hilbert space (C2)⊗N . Let g,n,N be integers such that g,n ≥ 2t + 1 and N ≥ gn. Then the
orthonormal basis vectors of the permutation-invariant codes that correct t errors given by Ref. [Ouy14]
generalizing the 9-qubit Ruskai code [Rus00] have the orthonormal basis vectors
|0L〉= ∑
z=0,...,⌊n/2⌋
√(
n
2z
)
2−n+1|D(2gz,N−2gz)〉
|1L〉= ∑
z=0,...,⌊n−1/2⌋
√(
n
2z+1
)
2−n+1|D(g(2z+1),N−g(2z+1))〉. (7.1)
In [Ouy14], the orthonormal basis vectors in Eq. (7.1) are superpositions over Dicke states with amplitudes
proportional to the square root of a binomial coefficient, where these Dicke states have weights spaced a
constant number apart. In [OF16], the authors proved the possibility of encoding more than a single qubit
into a permutation invariant code with orthonormal basis vectors all of the form given by Eq. (7.1). However
in this construction, the correction of only a single amplitude damping error is possible.
8 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we construct permutation-invariant codes from certain polynomials, and thereby generalize
the construction of the permutation-invariant codes that rely on a binomial distribution [Ouy14, Rus00] to
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those that rely on more general distributions. From previous constructions of permutation-invariant codes,
there is only a finite number of permutation-invariant-quantum codes of a fixed length; here we show an
uncountable number of permutation-invariant codes on N qudits that correct t errors and encode a d-level
system exist, given that N is sufficiently large. It seems likely that the results in this paper can be combined
with the technique of pasting permutation-invariant codes [OF16] to construct other permutation-invariant
codes with modest error correction capabilities. However it remains a open problem to generalize the seven
qubit permutation-invariant codes of Pollatsek and Ruskai [PR04].
Note that for the permutation-invariant codes in [Rus00, Ouy14], the orthonormal basis vectors neces-
sarily have amplitudes that are proportional to the square root of the binomial distribution, and the weights of
the Dicke states are spaced an equal distance apart. These two properties need not hold in the permutation-
invariant codes of Theorem 5.1.
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